We emphasize that scattering amplitudes of a wide class of models to any order in the coupling are constructible by on-shell tree subamplitudes. This follows from the Feynman-tree theorem combined with BCFW on-shell recursion relations. In contrast to the usual Feynman diagrams, no virtual particles appear.
INTRODUCTION
The success of quantum field theory with respect to the computation of amplitudes in a perturbative expansion is well-known. Maybe one of the most striking examples is the computation of the anomalous magnetic moment of the electron [1] .
The recent progress in dealing with amplitudes (for recent reviews see for instance [2] [3] [4] ), in particular, little group scaling and BCFW on-shell-recursion relations suggests that the actual computation of a physical amplitude follows from a rather small number of subdiagrams or masteramplitudes. One example is the Parke-Taylor formula [5] for the lowest order n-gluon amplitude which follows via recursion relations from the simple three-gluon amplitude.
Here we want to emphasize that amplitudes of a given loop coupling order in general may be construced by on-shell tree subamplitudes. This observation is based on a combination of the Feynman-tree theorem [6, 7] with BCFW on-shell-recursion relations of tree diagrams [8, 9] . In particular, there do not appear virtual particles in this way. This in turn makes the use of ghosts obsolete. In this picture all subamplitudes are on-shell, but we have to deal with hidden particles, that is, external background on-shell particles which are unobserved. The method works in any theory in which the boundary term of the BCFW recursion relations vanishes. This was shown to hold in gauge theories as well as in general relativity [10] . Any amplitude is constructed by merging on-shell subamplitudes together, where in general we encounter a background of external hidden particles.
Let us mention the recent interest in the Feynman-tree theorem; see for instance [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . One of the strategies is to reduce the in general large number of tree amplitudes avoiding multiple cuts. Here we will apply the original version of the Feynman-tree theorem.
THE FEYNMAN-TREE THEOREM AND ON-SHELL RECURSIONS
Let us briefly review the Feynman tree theorem [6, 7] , which reduces l loop amplitudes to at most l − 1 loop amplitudes systematically, that is, recursively to tree amplitudes. The basic idea is to introduce besides the usual propagators
From the identity 1
where P.V. denotes the principal value prescription, we get a simple context between the usual propagators and the advanced ones,
Let us consider a generic loop diagram as shown in Fig. 1 . Here k denotes the loop momentum of the considered loop and all momenta p i with i = 1, . . . , n are chosen by convention to be outgoing. We note that the outgoing momenta * E-mail: MManiatis@ubiobio.cl arXiv:1511.03574v2 [hep-th] 17 May 2016
A generic loop in a diagram with loop momentum k and the usual Feynman propagators denoted by GF . All leg momenta are chosen by convention outgoing, as indicated by the little arrows. The outgoing legs may correspond to one or more particles and the indicated momentum is the sum of the outgoing momenta.
in this diagram may also correspond to two particles in each vertex. In these cases the indicated momentum gives the sum of the outgoing momenta. We note further that the legs do not need to be external. In this sense, the loop diagram in Fig. 1 is generic.
In the considered loop of a diagram we replace all Feynman propagators G F (p) by the advanced propagators G A (p). In the integration over the time-like component of the loop-four momentum, k 0 , all poles of the advanced propagators lie now above the real axis. Closing the contour in the lower half plane, the loop integral is zero. Using (2.3) this gives
Here N (k) denotes the numerator of the amplitude, which in general also depends on the loop-momentum k. The product in the last line of (2.4) is the desired recursion relation of the loop amplitude: one term of this expansion is the original loop amplitude with all Feynman propagators and all remaining terms with one or more propagators replaced by the corresponding delta-function terms. The delta-function term together with the loop momentum integration corresponds to a phase-space integration with the cut propagators on-shell. In general a loop with n propagators gives 2 n − 1 cut diagrams. The Feynman-tree recursion gives a sum of new amplitudes with the loop order decreased about at least one unit in each recursion step. Repeated application of this recursion relation represents all loop amplitudes in terms of tree amplitudes. Now we emphasize that by general BCFW tree-recursion relations [8, 9] we can express the tree amplitudes resulting from the Feynman-tree theorem, in terms of on-shell amplitudes. The basic idea of the BCFW recursion relations is analytic continuation of the external momenta. In this way tree amplitudes factorize into on-shell subamplitudes. In an arbitrary tree amplitude let us denote the n external momenta by p with one common z ∈ C and appropriately chosen vectors r i .
The statement is that any tree amplitude A can by analytic continuation be decomposed in terms of on-shell subamplitudes connected by propagators and a boundary term B, Here,Â(z) denotes the shifted amplitude with the positions of poles in the complex plane at z = z I . On the right-hand side we have the on-shell subamplitudesÂ L (z I ) andÂ R (z I ), with a propagator factor 1/P 2 I . In general, there appears also a boundary term B, which is the residue of the pole ofÂ(z) at z = ∞. In case of a vanishing term B we have on the right-hand side the desired factorization into on-shell subamplitudes, as shown in Fig. 2 .
It has been shown that for an appropriate shift of the external momenta in gauge theories as well as general relativity the boundary term B vanishes [10] . We have, therefore in these cases a recursion of tree amplitudes to on-shell amplitudes. An example of a theory, where we do not have a vanishing boundary contribution B is φ 4 theory, as discussed in [16] .
Combining the two recursion methods, that is, on the one hand the Feynman-tree theorem to transform loop amplitudes to tree amplitudes and subsequently BCFW recursions to transform the tree amplitudes to on-shell amplitudes we can express amplitudes in terms of on-shell subamplitudes. Obviously, some of the external particles are hidden, originating from the Feynman-tree theorem.
We emphasize that we equivalently can start the construction of amplitudes by on-shell subamplitudes. This holds when the boundary terms vanish. In this picture amplitudes are constructed by joining on-shell subamplitudes to a given order in the coupling. This gives a new interpretation, which, as we have seen, is equivalent to the conventional Feynman diagram approach. Respecting the Feynman-tree theorem, we have in general to consider amplitudes with hidden external particles, that is, particles which are unobserved. In this picture virtual particles do not appear. In particular, no ghosts have to be introduced. Moreover, it is clear that every subdiagram is on-shell, that is, in particular, gauge invariant. This is to compare with the usual Feynman diagram construction of amplitudes where in general gauge invariance is violated in each diagram but is only restored in the sum of diagrams to a given order. An explicit example of a two-point amplitude, to second order in the coupling, is studied in the appendix. We have in this example to consider three on-shell amplitudes. Conventionally, these correspond to a one-loop Feynman diagram.
CONCLUSIONS
We have emphasized that amplitudes can be constructed by on-shell subamplitudes. This works in theories where the corresponding BCFW recursion relations have a vanishing boundary term. It has been shown that this holds in gauge theories as well as general relativity. All the poles and branch cuts follow automatically in this picture. Consequentially, there are no virtual particles and no ghosts in this picture. This construction of gauge invariant onshell amplitudes follows directly from the Feynman-tree theorem combined with BCFW on-shell recursion relations. To a given order in the couplings, amplitudes with a background of external, but hidden particles have to be introduced. We have to integrate over the corresponding phase space of the hidden particles. Let us mention that in cases where we can construct the lowest order on-shell amplitudes by little group scaling, that is, eventually Lorentz invariance, all amplitudes follow recursively by this construction.
We want to compute the 2-point amplitude at order g 2 . We start with the conventional Feynman diagram computation, giving
We have
After Feynman parametrization we regularize the UV divergence for simplicity with a heavy mass M m, that is, Pauli-Villars regularization,
As usual, going to Euclidean space and utilizing spherical coordinates we end up with
